."23	, AGN!
Earth.    Now I shall deal with the hoisting of flags from the
top of the temple at presently which the evil spirits are des-
troyed (16).    The hoister of a flag from the top of a   divine
temple resides as many thousand years in the region of Visnu
as there are number of atoms in the different parts which cons-
titute  the  temple (17).    Oh  sinless! A man derives tens of
millions of times more merit by   hoisting  the  flag,   since  it
wafts   winds   unto the different parts of a divine temple such
as platform etc, and hangs round its neck (18).   The streamer
should be held as the Prakriti (the nature,   the   wife  of God)
and the rod itself as emblematic of the   Purusha or  the  sub-
jective principle  of  the  universe.    Hear  me  Oh Bramhan!
a temple is nothing but  another  form  of the  divine  image
of Vishnu   (19).    And  now  I  shall   describe   to   you   the
. different parts  of the  latter.    A  body is composed  of the
.five elements  such as  the  earth,  water,  light,   air and  the
sky, and so in the case of the temple, its capacity (Dharana)
stands for the earth  (Dharani)  which is  so  called  from  its
capabality'bf holding its internal  cavity stands for the sky,
the fire, everyday lit up in its inside, represents the  fire, and
its touch represents the wind, which possesses  that attribute
(20).   The five proper sensibles of a man are also represented
in the case of a divine temple which bring on a close analogy
between itself and its  inmate divinity which is represented
as endowed with the attributes of a corporate human  being
Thus the earthly waters contained in the stone slabs of the
temple represent the earthly attributes, its echo stands for the
proper jsensibfe of sound, its touch «hteh is rough or other
.wise answers for the proper sensible of that denomination
in a human being, its colour which may be white or other*
wise, stands for the rupatanmatra (proper sensible of sight),
vfaile the perfumed insence sticks, every day burnt under-
neath its vauft, answers for the gandha tanmatrs or the
proper sensible of smell in the case of a human subject, while
ike ripe and other dishes exhibited before %*ged i& the temple,

